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Professor
University
of Hiroshima
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Kensetsu Kikai Chosa Co., Ltd.
8th Floor, Takahashi Minami Bldg.
3-14-16, Nishitenma,
Kita-Ku,
Osaka, JAPAN

Mr. Y. Mizutani
Mr. K. Hayashi
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(USA)

Fudo Construction
Co.
4-25, Naka-Ku, Sakee-Cho
Hiroshima,
JAPAN 730

Mr. Toyohiko

Nippon Kokan KK
Tsurumi Works
No. 1, 2-Chome, Suehiro-Cho
Tsurumi-Ku,
Yokohama,
JAPAN T230

Mr. Miura Yuhichi
Mr. Masatoshi Shimizu

MAA Group
11th Floor
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LTD.
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Mr. K. R. Datye
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APPENDIX
LOCAL BEARING

FAILURE

B

OF AN ISOLATED

STONE COLUMN

Stone columns are an effective
method for resisting
rotational
shear
failures
involving
soft clays in embankments and slopes [9].
For a conventional
slope stability
analysis,
the resisting
shear force F developed by
the stone column is determined by multiplying
the effective
normal force,
WN acting on the shear surface by the tangent of the angle of internal
friction
of the stone, tan$s.
The shear capacity,
F, of the stone column
under
unfavorable
conditions,
be
limited
by
a
local
bearing failure
cm,
[129] of the stone column and cohesive soil behind the column as illustrated
in Figs. 81 and 82.
Now consider the behavior
of an isolated,
single stone column surrounded by a cohesive soil.
If the shear force in the stone column is sufficiently
large compared to the strength
of the surrounding
cohesive soil,
a secondary failure
surface can develop in the stone column extending downward from the circular
arc failure
surface (Fig. 81).
The resulting
wedge
of failed
stone is bounded above by the circular
arc failure
surface.
The
lower failure
surface develops within
the stone at an angle resulting
in the
minimum resistance
to sliding
as defined by force F. The shear force, F,
applied to the top causes the wedge (Fig. 82) to slide downward and
laterally
in the direction
of movement of the unstable soil mass above.
Sliding
of the wedge of stone is resisted
by the frictional
resistance
of
the stone developed along the bottom of the wedge and the passive lateral
resistance
of the adjacent clay.
If the passive resistance
of the clay is
not sufficient,
the stone wedge undergoes a local bearing failure
by
punching into the clay.
If a local bearing failure
of the clay occurs
behind the stone column, the capacity of the column is limited
by the
secondary wedge failure.
A local bearing failure
of the clay behind the
stone column has been observed by Goughnour (1291 during a direct shear test
performed in the field
on a stone column.
Reduced strength
of the composite
mass was also indicated
at Santa Barbara [30] and Steel Bayou [ill].
Local

Bearing

Failure

The limiting
shear force that can be applied if a bearing failure
controls can be obtained for an isolated
column by considering
the equilibrium
of the wedge shown in Fig. 81. This wedge together with the forces acting
on it are illustrated
in Fig. 82. The notation
shown in this figure
is used
in the subsequent derivations
and is as follows:
wS
%

= effective

force

of stone in the wedge

= effective

(bouyant)

unit

weight
19%

of stone in wedge

Critical
Circle

4~,

PH(ultimate
Local

FIGURE 81.

force)

Bearing

WEDGETYPE LOCAL BEARING FAILURE OF A STONE COLUMN.

I 4
I

FIGURE 82.

bearing

N

a

i

LOCAL BEARING CAPACITY FAILURE WEDGEIN STONE COLUMN.
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= ultimate
lateral
resistance
of the clay acting on the wedge
exerted on the bottom
N,T = normal and shear force, respectively,
surface of the wedge
exerted on the top surEN,F = normal and shear force, respectively,
face of the wedge
= radius of the stone column
R
= diameter of the stone column
D
= angle of internal
friction
of the stone
%
of the lower and upper surfaces of the
a,B = angie of inclinations
wedge, respectively.

pH

(1)
The upper surface of the wedge makes an angle B with the horizontal.
This upper surface coincides with the circular
arc failure
surface (Fig. 81).
The lower surface of the wedge makes an angle of a with the horizontal.
Now
relationship
for
consider equilibrium
of the wedge. To develop the required
F, first
sum forces acting on the wedge in the vertical
direction
and solve
for the unknown normal force N acting on the bottom of the wedge obtaining
Ws + GNcosB + F sin@
cosa + tan4s sina

N=
where the forces

and angles

are shown in Fig.

(53)

82.

Now sum the forces acting on the wedge in the horizontal
direction,
stitute
for the unknown force N using equation
(53), and solve for the
limiting
force F obtaining

sub-

iiN(SirlB + A COSB) + hWs + PH
F=

where:

~tan$~cosa - sina
X = cosa + tan4s sina
= n(tana - tanB)R3?

wS

COSB

- h sinf?

(54)

S

In the derivation
of equation
(54), the effects
of adjacent stone
columns and outward, lateral
spreading of the stone columns were neglected.
Neglecting
the effect
of adjacent columns should introduce
a factor of
conservation
in predicting
the effect
of a local bearing failure
[130-1321.
These effects
are offset
by neglecting
lateral
spreading which should be on
the unconservative
side.

1. R. R. Coughnour of the Vibroflotation
Foundation Company has previously
developed a solution
similar
in concept for the special case of B = 0.
His solution
handled lateral
pressure on the column slightly
differently
than this solution.
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Lateral

Bearing

Failure

in Cohesive

Soil

The ultimate
passive pressure developed by the cohesive soil as the
wedge pushes against it can be calculated
using the theory presented by
Broms [130] for a single,
laterally
loaded pile embedded in a frictionless
As shown in Fig. 83, the ultimate
lateral
pressure qh at the surface
soil.
is taken to be qh = 2c with the resistance
increasing
linearly
over a depth
of 3 pile diameters where it reaches a maximum limiting
value of qh = 9c.
deterThe total depth beneath the surface h + z. (Fig. 84) is considered'in
mining the 3 pile diameters.
Near the surface,
the failure
occurs due to
the upward flow of cohesive soil toward the surface.
With increasing
depth
the failure
becomes one of the plastic
flow of the soil from the front of
the pile around the sides (Fig. 83).
For a single,
rough pile having full cohesion, plastic
theory [130,131]
indicates
below a depth of approximately
3 diameters the ultimate
lateral
capacity is about qh = 11 to 12~. Use of an ultimate
resistance
of 9c,
however, is felt to be prudent although it may be slightly
on the conservative side.
Further,
the use of qh = 9c is reasonable
since it is equal to
the end bearing capacity of deep piles embedded in a cohesive soil.
The
value of qh = 2c used at the surface is also realistic
since it equals about
40 percent of the bearing capacity of the clay in the vertical
direction.
Now consider the ultimate
lateral
stone making an angle a and B with the
Using the pressure distribution
shown
sure developed in the clay for a depth
84 is
pH -y
and for

pressure developed on a wedge of
horizontal
as shown in Fig. 82.
in Fig. 83, the ultimate
passive pres(h + zo) I, 3D as illustrated
in Fig.

R c I$ [h+zO+R(1.714+tana)]

(55)

a depth h + z0 > 3D:
PH = 36R2 c J,

where:

R =
=
$ =
h =
z. =

(56)

radius of stone column
cohesion
tana - tan8
depth of fill
above the stone column
depth of the circular
arc failure
surface
the stone

below

the top of

The sign convention
used for a and 8 is shown in Fig. 84. Once a trial
circular arc failure
surface has been selected,
the value of 8 is known. The
angle a is then determined
to give the minimum value of shear force F that
can be applied to the top of the wedge before a bearing failure
occurs.
Calculation
sliding

of Limiting

Shear Force

The limiting
shear force
surface is calculated

F in each column for
as follows:
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a given

circular

arc

3D

Plow of
Cohesive
Soil

FIGURE 83.

BEARING CAPACITY OF A RIGID PILE TRANSLATING LATERALLY
IN A COHESIVE SOIL.

h

(cl

.
.q

1.

Q Positive

and B Negative

l

.
I

.

P

..:
.“.‘:
:
B(-. ..:..::1.
,.
a(-)
A
(b) a and 6 Negative

(a)

Embedded Column - a and 6 Positive

FIGURE 84.

NOTATION USED IN FORMULASFOR LOCAL BEARING FAILURE OF
A STONE COLUMN.
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.

1.

Deten&ne the angle 8 for a critical
circle
and calculate
the
effective
normal force, vN (Fig. 84) at the point on the stone
column where the circular
arc intersects
the center of the stone
column (Fig. 81).

2.

Select at least three trial
values of the angle
a of the lower surface'of
the wedge.

3.

For each value of a calculate
the ultimate
lateral
soil resistance, PR using equation
(55) or (56) and a representative
value
of the undrained shear strength
c of the cohesive soil.

4.

F for
For each value of a, calculate
cohesive soil using equation
(54).

5.

Plot the shear force F obtained from equation
of a and select the minimum value of F.

6.

Calculate
the shear force F that can act on the column if
local bearing failure
does not develop:
F = qN tan+s.

7.

If a local
calculated
6. In the
(or reduce

8.

Repeat the analysis
failure
surface.

bearing failure
of the
in Step 5 will be less
stability
analysis use
the value of 0, used in
for

several

a'bearing

of inclination

failure
(54)

in the

as a function
a

clay controls
the force
than that calculated
in Step
the smaller of these forces
design).

selected

points

along

the

Design Charts
Figures.85
through 95 present graphically
the solution
for
bearing failure
of a single,
isolated
stone column for selected
meters.
The procedure for using the charts is as follows:

local
design

para-

1.

Select tentative
design parameters and perform a stability
analysis
for the stone column improved ground.
Plot the critical
circle
through the stone columns.
Examine for the possibility
of local
failure
several points along the critical
circle where it intersects the center of the columns.
Measure the inclination
B of
the circle
(with the correct sign), and the depth h + z. of each
point (Fig.
84).

2.

Calculate
the effective
vertical
force c acting on the stone
column at the depth under consideration
gy multiplying
the vertical effective
stress times the area of the stone column.
First
calculate
the effective
body stress due to the stone column at the
selected point.
Use the bouyant unit weight of the stone below
Then calculate
the vertical
stress cr due
the groundwater
table.
to the embankment above the stone column and obtain the stress
concentration
in the column using us = psa (equation
8b).
Add the

body stress
obtain

to as and multiply

the effective

vertical

by the area of the s&one column to
force
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g V’

0.8
0.6

I

0
8
FIGURE 85.

u:8

Note:
lkip=4.45kN
lpsf=O.O479kN/m2
I
20

c

40

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION
FACTORS FOR DEEP FAILURE: $= 30°, c=lOO PSF.

I

0.6

I

IJote:
lkip=4.45kN
lpsf-0.0479kh/m2

I

FIGURE 86.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION
_ FACTORS FOR SHALLOWFAILURE: 4 330°,c =lOOPSF.
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lkip=4.45kN
1psf=0.0479kN/m2'

-4u

-20

0

20

40

8
FIGURE 87.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUC?'ION
FACTORS FOR DEEP FAILURE: I$= 36',c=200PSF.

0.8

0.6

7)

0.4

0.2

,

0
-40

-20

0

20

40

8

FIGURE 88.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION
FACTORS FOR SHALLOW FAILURE: $1=36', c =200PSF.
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lkipe4.45kN
1psf=0.0479kN/m2
0
0
FIGURE 89.

20

40

LOCAL BEARING FAI&URE STABILITY REDUCTION
FACTORS FOR DEEP FAILURE: +=42',c=200PSF.

0.6

lkip-4.45kN
lpsf=O.O479kN/ln2

FIGURE 90.

*

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
DEEP FAILURE: Q = 42O, c = 300 PSF.
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,

L

,c

0.6

Note:
0.2

1psf=0.0479kN/m2'
lkip14.45k.N

0

I

-60

-40

0

-20

*
FIGURE 91.

20

4

B
LOCAL BEARING FAILUREoSTABILITY REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
DEEP FAILURE: @ = 42 , c = 400 PSF.
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0.8
0.6
7)

0.4
0.2
0

-40

FIGURE 92.

-20

0
8

20

L

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION
FACTORS FOR SHALLOWFAILURE: $=42O, c=200PSF.

1.0
0.8
I
0.6

FIGURE 93.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION
FACTORS FOR SHALLOW FAILURE: +42',
c=400PSF.
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Note:
lkipm4.45kN
1psf=0.0479kN/m2
-40

-20

0

.

I
20

8
FIGURE 94.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
DEEP FAILURE: 0 = 45b, c = 600 PSF.

0.8
0.6

1
0.28
0
-60

-40

-20

0

Note:
lkip=4.45kN
1psf=0.0479kN/n12I
20

4

0
FIGURE 95.

LOCAL BEARING FAILURE STABILITY REDUCTION FACTORS FOR
DEEP FAILURE: 4 = 50°, c = 800 PSF.
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3.

Using W from Step 2 and the design
of the xlay c, enter the appropriate
of the reduction
factor n.

4.

The "deep" charts should be used when the combined embankment
height and stone column depth h + z. is equal to or greater
than 3 stone column diameters;
otherwise
the "shallow"
charts
should be used.

The ratio

n, obtained

from these figures,

value(s)
figure

of 4s and the cohesion
and estimate the value

is defined

as follows:

Physically
n is the ratio of resisting
force that is developed by an
isolated
stone column if a local bearing failure
occurs to the force developed if local failure
does not occur (i.e.,
the force that conventionally
would be used in a stability
analysis).
Hence, n is the reduction
factor
indicating
when a local bearing failure
~LUJ become a problem for the given
geometry and material
properties
used in the design.
Theoretically,
when
n < 1 local bearing controls
the maximum resisting
force and moment that can
be developed by the stone column.
A reduction
in resisting
force (and
moment) developed by the stone column would result in a reduction
in safety
factor of the slope compared to that computed for a general shear failure.
Design
Full-scale
and model direct shear tests indicate
a local bearing
failure
of at least a single stone column is possible.
The analysis
including
the design curves just presented is for a single,
isolated
stone
The relatively
close proximity
of adjacent stone columns and
column.
lateral
spreading greatly
complicate
the actual problem compared with an
isolated
column; certainly
further
field and model tests are needed in addition to more refined
theories.
Nevertheless,
the design charts and theory
presented can be used to indicate
when local bearing failure
may be a problem. Further,
the proposed approach is useful as a general guide in design
for selecting
safe design parameters
(@s, n).
The likelihood
of a local bearing failure
increases as the shear
strength
of the clay decreases, and as a greater angle of internal
friction
es and stress concentration
factor n is used in design.
For example, if an
angle of internal
friction,
es of the stone column of 42* is used, a local
bearing @kt
occur in cohesive soils having undrained shear strengths
less
than about 400 psf (19 kN/m2) -- examine Figs. 89 through 93 for typical
values of B and !iv.
A local bearing failure
could occur in higher strength
cohesive
soils
if
4s
values greater
than 42* are used in design.
Therefore,
when stability
is being analyzed in very soft and soft cohesive
soils,
the effect of a local bearing failure
on the overall
slope stability
should be considered.
Also, in firm and stiff
soils such an analysis
may
show use of higher values of $s may be possible without
undergoing
a local
bearing failure.
210

Local bearing failure
can be easily handled in a slope stability
analysis using the concept of a limiting
angle of internal
friction
& of
Using
this
simplified
approach
several
representative
points
are
the stone.
selected along the critical
failure
circle(s)
as determined by a stability
analysis on the stone column improved ground.
The effective
vertical
stress,
WV and inclination
of the failure
circle
f3 (with correct
sign) at the
selected points is determined.
Figs. 85 through 95 can then be used to
determine if a local bearing failure
might occur at the selected points (and
the actual magnitude of the reduction
in the resisting
shear force 'F). If
a local failure
.is found not to occur over a significant
portion
of the
failure
surface,
the design is satisfactory;
otherwise
consideration
should
be given to reducing 0,.
Note that the figures
indicate
local failure
in
general may be a problem only when B<O (i.e.,
near and to the outside of
the toe of the slope).
Also, and perhaps more importantly,
the charts
serve to indicate
when local failure
is not of concern.
In any case past
experience
and good engineering
judgement should be taken into
consideration
in estimating
the stability
of the slope.
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APPENDIX
EXAMPLE BEARING

Bearing

C

CAPACITY

Capaci-ty

PROBLEMS

Example 1

Example 1 illustrates
prediction
of the load due to a wide fill
that can
be supported by stone column improved ground to avoid a shear failure
of the
stone columns.
The specific
problem is to determine what height of fill
the
stone column improved ground can safely support.
Both a general shear
failure
and a local bulging failure
in a deep, very soft clay layer (Fig. 96)
must be considered.
The subsurface
conditions
and pertinent
parameters needed
to solve the problems are shown on Fig. 96. Assume the stone column has an
angle of internal
friction
$s of 42O, and an equilateral
triangular
pattern
of
columns is used having a spacing s= 7 ft. (2.1 m)
1.

Calculate

the area replacement

as = 0.907
As = a*D2/4
A = As/a

S

(t)*

= 0.907

= 3.14(3.5

ratio

as from equation

'3;5fip2

= 0.227

ft.)2/4

= 9.62 ft.2/0.227

5b:

(Sb>*

= 9.62 ft.2
= 42.4 ft. 2 (total

area)

(3)*

Note that all numbers in parentheses
with an asterisk
given to the side of an
equation used in the example problems refer to equations given in the main
text.2.

Stone Column.
Estimate the general ultimate
capacity of the
stone column using equation
(50) assuming a bulging
failure
occurs in the upper three stone column diameters of depth.
Since the clay has ,a PI < 30 and is not classified
as very soft
(c < 250 psf), use NC = 22 (refer
to Chapter VII).

;1ult = ci
Pult

C

= 0.45ksf

(22) - 9.9 ksf

= 4ult As = 9.9 ksf(9.62ft.2)

In the above expressions
the stress
ultimate
is (3s =qUlt=CiiC.
212

(50)*
= 95.2 k

in the stone column at

,

I

Fill

-

(Y-_-,

125

pcf)

I

Triangular

Pattern

” 13.~~~~,~~~~~~-::
B tan8
:

l s

l

-9

. .
.

l-dA

Y

. .
. .

Firm

Bearing

sat = 100

pcf

Soft
Marine
Cla;*
c = 450 psf

Strata

Zft.

‘.I

Stiff
c-l

.)

y..t

Silty
Clay
ksf;
PI-30
- 115 pcf

..
LA
2.5

FIGURE 96.

BEARING CAPACITY EXAMPLE l-WIDE
STONE COLUMN IMPROVED CLAY.

FILL OVER

FIGURE 97.

ft.

BEARING CAPACITY EXAMPLE 2.

Dia.

3.

Deep Bulging.
Now check for the possibility
of a bulging
failure
in the very soft clay stratum located at a depth of
As discussed in Appendix B the ultimate
lateral
20 ft.
stress which an isolated
stone column can develop is
approximately
equal to o %9c=9(0.2
ksf)=1.8
ksf since
the weak stratum is grea 2er than 3D below the surface.
From equation
(9) the ultimate
stress the stone column can
carry is then

4ult

= a3 (l+sin+s)/(l

isult

= 9.07 ksf

-pin4s)=1.8

ksf

(5.04)

(9)*

Since the ultimate
stress the stone column can carry considering
a deep bulging
failure
in the very soft layer is slightly
less than for a failure
at the surface,
the very soft deep
stratum controls.
4.

Cohesive
the stone
However,
overload
(8b >

Soil.
The maximum ultimate
stress the clay surrounding
column can take is ac = 5c = 5(0.450 ksf) = 2.25 ksf.
the total load applied to the unit cell must also not
the clay.
Assuming an n= 3, from equations
(8a) and

vs = n/[l+

(n-l)

UC2=

(n-l)as]

l/[l+

asI x 3/[1+(3-1)0.2271

= 2.06

= 1/[1+(3-1)0.2271

= 0.688

Then ac 2 vca = P, (ashs)
”
ac < Flea = 0.688 (9.07ksf)/2.06

= 3.0 ksf

Since 3.0 ksf is greater than 5c = 2.25 ksf,
is the ultimate
stress the clay can carry.
5.

ac = 5c = 2.25 ksf

Allowable
Fill Loading.
The ultimate
loading that
applied over the unit cell area well within
the fill
Pult

= asAs f ocAc = (9.07

Pult

= 161 k

ksf)(9.62

ft.2)+

can be
area is
(2.25

ksf)(32.8ft.2)

Using a safety factor of 2.0 the allowable
loading is Pa 1=161 k/2=
80.5 k. The height of embankment that will apply the sa 4e loading
to the unit cell is yzi:lH'
=a =Pall/A.
Hence
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H' = Pall/

(Y;;+

= 80.5k/(O.l25kcf

x 42.4 ft.2)

H' = 15.1 ft.
6.

Commentary.
Settlement of the fill
would be significant
and
should be calculated.
Also, the stability
at the edge of the
fill
should be checked using a circular
arc analysis.
In this
example the very soft clay layer at a depth of 20 ft. controls
the load that can be applied to the. stone columns.
Use of an
ultimate
lateral
stress of 9c acting on the stone columns
should give a conservative,
but realistic,
estimate of the
ultimate
resistance
to bulging
that can be developed
(refer
to
Appendix B for a more indepth consideration
of this aspect).
Using u3=9c as the limiting
lateral
pressure the soil can
withstand,
the ultimate
load a stone column can carry would
for @,=42O be equal for depths greater
that 3D to 71
= 9c
= 9c (5.0-4) = 45c or N, - 45 wh%!
(l+shQ/(lsin&)
indicates
a limiting
value of N, exists at a deep depth.
Because the fill
is wide, the stress on the stone column does
not decrease with depth due to lateral
spreading of stress.
If a narrow group of stone columns had been used, the stress
would, however, decrease with depth; this could be taken into
account to determine the increased stress that could be applied
at the surface compared with the level of the very soft clay
stratum which controlled.
Finally,
Vesic cavity expansion theory could also have been
used to determine the ultimate
capacity of the stone column
in the weak stratum.
Since the clay is very soft and has a
PI > 30, E= 5c is used to calculate
a Rigidity
Index, I,
(equation 13) of 1.72 for vs - 0.45.
In this analysis
let
stress acting at the center of the soft
q = the total lateral
layer.
Nonlinear
finite
element analyses indicate
the lateral
pressure due to the applied surface loading uc can be
conservatively
approximated
as 0.40~:
q - Koyz+0.40

C

= 0.75(24ft.)(O,lkcf)+0.4

(2.25ksf)

q - 2.7 ksf
Now F’

changg.

- IlnI +l
Thezthe

=Qn 1.72-t-1 - 1.54 for (p =O and no volume
ultimate
load the stone $olumn can carry

iS

PUlt

(14)*

J [c FL + q Fll(l+si~$~)/(l-sin$s)

Quit = [0.2ksf

(1.54)+2.7ksf

(1)][5.04]
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= 15.1 ksf

Because of the large effect
of overburden
pressure,
cavity
expansion theory appears to overestimate
the load which the
stone column can carry through the very soft clay stratum.

Bearing

Capacity

Example 2: Square Group

Stone columns are to be used to improve a stiff
clay to slightly
reduce
settlement
of a foundation
13;5 ft. by 10.5 'ft. (4.1 m x 3.2 m) in plan
(Fig. 97).
The modular ratio between the stone columns and the surrounding
clay is estimated to be 6.0.
Determine the ultimate
and safe bearing capacity
of the ten stone column group illustrated
in Fig. 97. The material
properties
and geometries involved
are shown on the figure.
From Fig.
is about 2.0.
1.

27 the stress concentration
in the stone column improved
The bearing capacity calculations
are as follows:

Calculate

AS

= y

the area replacement
(2.5 ft.)2

as

x 10 = 49.1 ft.2;

a S = As/A = 49.1 fte2/141.8
2.

ratio,

ft.2

Determine the stress concentration
equation
(8b) (or Fig. 68):

x 10.5 ft.

1141.8

ft.2;

in the stone column from

(2-1)(0.346)]=

1.49

(8b)*

Calculate
the composite shear strength within
the stone column
group (equation
16a and equation 16b) and related
parameters.

[tan4 I,
4

w3

= us tanOs (a,) = (1.49)tan42.0'(0.346)

- tan -'

(0.464)

tanB - 1.566
C

4.

A = 13.5 ft.

= 0.346

Fc, - n/t1 + (n-1) as1 = 2/[1+
3.

ground

w3

= cx (l-a,)

to.464

(164 *

= 24.9'

tan28 = 2.454
= 1 ksf

(l-0.346)

= 0.654 ksf

Using Vesic cavity expansion theory, calculate
the ultimate
lateral
stress o3 in the clay surrounding
the stone column group.
Since the clay is stiff,
has no organics and has a PI = 30, use
E * llc for calculating
the Rigidit
Index, Ire
The average
diameter of the foundation
is B * Jkm
= 13.4 ft.
The
depth of the failure
wedge is then (Fig. 97) Btan8+3ft.=
(13.4 ft.)(l.566)
+ 3 ft. = 24 ft.
The initial
lateral
stress
in the stiff
silty clay surrounding
the stone columns will be
used as a conservative
estimate of the mean stress q (equation
12),
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(16b)*

for use in the cavity expansion theory.
The stiff
silty
clay
is known to be normally consolidated,
Therefore
from reference
62, p.300, K 3 0.6 for the surrounding
silty
clay, and
x 0.115 kcf) = 0.931 ksf.
Now calculate
the
Q * 0.6 (13.!?ft.
Riiidity
Index (equation
13):
Ir = 2(l+V)(c+q E

tan+)

llc
2(1+0.45)(c+q

=

tan O")

(13)*

giving
I = 3.79.
From F' = RnI +l for 4=0 and Fig. 19,
F'= 2.33'and F' = 1.0.
Then Cal&late
the ultimate
lateral
sfress which c% be developed by the surrounding
silty
clay:
o3 = c F; + q F'C
5.

=

Calculate
the ultimate
applied over the rigid

quit

‘U

1 ksf

(2.33)+0.931

ksf

(-1.0) = 3.26 ksf

vertical
stress and load that can be
foundation
(see equation 19 in text):

1 =a 3 tan26 + 2c avg tan8 =3.26ksf

(2.454)+2(0.654ksf)

(1.566)
Pult

(12)*

(19)*

= 8.0 ksf + 2.0 ksf - 10.0 ksf

The ultimate
load that can be carried
by the foundation
is
A
=
10.0
ksf
(141.8
ft.2)
1418
k.
Using
a
PliLt = 4,lt
safety factor of 2.0, the foundation
can carry Pat - 1418k/2.0=
709 k. This amounts to 70.9 k (or 35.5 tons) per stone column
if the silty
clay is assumed not to carry any of the load.
This
level of loading is reasonable
for a foundation
where settlement
is of concern (refer
to Table 12).
l

6.

Commentary.
Settlement
of course would control'the
design.
A
total load on the group of 709k would be used for a first
settlement
estimate.
For this loading2the
average stress applied
to the foundation
is o= 709k/l41.8
ft.
= 5 ksf.
The probable
distribution
of stress between the stone and soil for n=2
would be
Q
C

a
S

- ~,a

- 0.743

-,IJ~U

= 1.49

(5 ksf)
(5 ksf)

= 3.7 ksf
= 7.45 ksf

Since the ultimate.stress
of the stiff
clay is about 6.2~~6.2
ksf,
the stress level in the clay is not excessive.
Using the proposed
design, the ratio of the settlement
of the treated
to unimproved
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,

ground would approximately
be St/S s pc = 0.74 (refer
to
equations 20, 21 and 22).
Thus for the conditions
analyzed,
reduction
in settlement
on the order of 25 percent would be
For the given site conditions,
use of a larger
expected.
footing
(without
stone columns) should also be evaluated
considering
magnitude of settlements
and the economics of
the designs.
In general for the wet method a stone column spacing
is not recommended; Example Problem 2 would therefore
exception because of the presence of the stiff,
silty
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less than 5 ft.
be an
clay.

APPENDIXD
EXAMPLESETTLEMENTPROBLEMS

Settlement

Example 1

Settlement Example 1 illustrates
calculating
settlements
of a soft clay
reinforced
with stone columns and loaded by a wide fill.
The calculation
of,the load carrying
capacity of stone column improved ground for a problem
similar
to this was illustrated
by Example 1 in Appendix C. In the present
example, primary consolidation
settlements
are calculated
using both the
equilibrium
and finite
element methods.
Secondary settlements
are also
calculated.
The problem is illustrated
in Fig. 98. The site consists of
20 ft. (6.1 m) of gray, soft silty
clay overlying
a firm to dense sand.
The groundwater
table is at the surface.
An equilateral
triangular
pattern
of stone columns is used having a spacing of 6.5 ft. (2 m). The diameter of
the stone column is estimated
(Table 13) to be 3.5 ft. (1.07 m). A 2.5 ft.
(0.7 m) sand blanket is to be placed over the soft silty
clay for a working
platform
and drainage blanket.
Equilibrium
Method.
The average stress u exerted by the 2.5 ft. sand
blanket and 12.5 ft. structural
fill
on the top of the stone columns is
o = 12.5 ft. x 120 pcf + 2.5 ft. (108 pcf) = 1770 psf.
The area replacement
ratio,
as from equation
(5b) is for an equilateral,
triangular
stone column
pattern
aS = 0.907 (D/s)~

3.5 ft.
= 0.907 (6.5
ft.)

Assume for the bG.?%?tn~& ana&&d
5.0. Then the stress concentration
(8a) or Fig. 68

the stress concentration
factor uc in the clay

'pc = l/[l+(n-1)
The initial

effective

stress

a’0 = 10 ft.

* These numbers refer

Ml*

factor n to be
is from equation

as1 = 0.487

go at the center

of the silty

x (95 pcf - 62.4 pcf)

to equations

2 = 0.263

previously
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(84 *
clay

layer

= 326 psf

given

in the main text.

is

.
D - 3.0 ft. A = 7.07 ft.2
Embankment

l

Sand Blanket

(yvet-120

(ywet-108

p

pcf)

l

'

I P=400k

(design

.
.

e,- 0.9
Cc- 0.06

.

I . c-1

Fira

”

llrm

to Stiff
Sandy Silt

to Dense Sand

.

FIGURE 98.

load)

SETTLEHENT EXAMPLE 1 - WIDE FILL OVER
STONE COLUMN IMPROVED SILTY CLAY.

FIGURE 99.

.

.

Dense Sand

SETTLEMENT EXAMPLE 2 - RIGID FOUNDATION
PLACED OVER STONE COLUMN IMPROVED SANDY
SILT.

The primary
consolidation

consolidation
settlement
in the clay layer
theory is from equation
(20)

Cc
St = -l+eo

a’ +a
0

log10

( Co

=) - H

326psf+
St =

(1X0)

St =

31.4 in.

from one-dimensional

log10

(1770psf)(0.487)
326 psf

(20)*

l

(20ft.

x12in./ft.)

The estimated primary consolidation
settlement
of the stone column improved
the equilibrium
method.
For
silty
clay layer is thus 31 in. following
comparison,
the settlement
in the silty
clay layer if not improved with stone
columns would be 45.2 in.
Note how simple the equilibrium
method is to apply to a problem.
The
"trick",
of cource, is to estimate the correct value of stress concentration
factor n to use in the analysis.
In this problem the fill
was wide and no
dissipation
laterally
of stress with depth occurs.
The next settlement
example shows how both the equilibrium
and the finite
element methods can be
applied to a problem where the applied stress decreases with depth.
Nonlinear
Finite Element Method.
Since the clay is soft and quite
compressible
use the nonlinear
finite
element method of analysis.
First
calculate
the modulus of elasticity
EC of the clay for the approximate
stress
range of interest.
The initial
average stress in the clay from the equilibrium
method is 3,=*326 psf.
The change in stress in the clay due to the embankment
loading is ac-~co
= 0.559 (1770) psi) = 989 psf.
Using Table 10 and
experience
as a guide, the drained Poisson's
ratio of the clay is assumed to
be 0.42 from equation
(47).
The modulus of elasticity
of the clay for the
applicable
stress range is

Ec *

(l+v)(l-2v)(l+eo)ova
0.435 (l-WC

=

(1+0.42)(1-2x0.42)(1+2.0)
0.435 (l-0.42)(0.70)

(326psf+989
2

EC = 2538 psf = 17.6 psi
Note that the value of Poisson's
ratio selected has a significant
effect
on
the calculated
value of E,: larger values of vc give smaller values of E,.
The stone column length to diameter ratio in the soft clay is, L/D=20 ft./
3.5 ft. = 5.7.
The average applied pressure IS due to the embankment is
u = 1770 psf = 12.3 psi.
Interpolating
from Figs. 32 and 33 (a,=O.25)
for a
soft boundary condition
(%=12 psi),
the effective
ratio of settlement of
.
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psf)

.

stone column reinforced
ground to
interpolating
between figures
for
settlement
since the length varies).
finite
element method is then S =
"best" settlement
estimate is the
incremental
methods

stone column length,
S/L - 0.078. (In
different
S/L values, work in terms of
The embankment settlement
from the
0.078 (20 ft. x 12 in./ft.)
= 19 in.
The
average of the finite
element and

St= (19 in.+

31in.)/2

The estimated reduction
in settlement
= 0.586.
St/S = 25.0 in.145.2

= 25 in.

due to stone

column improvement

is then

Time Rate of Settlement.
Determine the magnitude of primary consolidation
settlement
after 2 months assuming instantaneous
construction
The silty
clay has a vertical
coefficient
of consolidation
C, of 0.05 ft.2/day.
Based
on a detailed
study of the strata,
the horizontal
permeability
is estimated
to be 3 times the vertical
permeability.
Then from equation
(49)
(1)

$r

= Cy C$/kv>

= 0.05 ft.2/day

l

(3) = 0.15 ft.2/day

(49) *

Assume the reduced drain diameter D' to account for smear is l/5 the
constructed
stone column diameter.
For an equilateral
triangular
stone column
spacing s of 6.5 ft.,
the equivalent
diameter De of the unit cell is
De = 1.05s = 1.05 (6.5 ft.)

= 6.83 ft.

cl>*

and
n*=

The dimensionless

‘e/Z;

vertical

= De/D'

= 6.83ft./(3.5

and horizontal

time factors

TZ - Cvt/(H/N)2

- 0.05ft.2/day

(2x31days)/(20

Tr = C,Q/

= 0.15ft.2/day

(2x31days)/(6.83

(Del2

ft./5)

From Fig. 42, U, = 0.12 and from Fig.
consolidation,
equation
(25), is

43, Ur = 0.64.

1.

over

Methods for handling
elsewhere [88].

construction
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a finite

=

9.76

(Fig.

45)

are then
ft./2)2

- 0.031

(27)*

ft.)2

= 0.199

(28) *

The combined

time interval

degree

are given

of

u = l-(l-Us)(l-Ur)

= l-(1-0.12)(1-0.64)=

0.68

(25)*

An important
portion
of the total primary consolidation
settlement
occurs after
2 months and equals $3 25.0 in.(0.68)
= 17 in.
For this example problem
drainage had little
effect
on the time rate of
having stone columns, vertical
primary settlement,
due to the higher radial coefficient
of consolidation
and
For comparison,
if stone
smaller radial
drainage path to the vertical
drains.
columns had not been used, primary consolidation
settlement
would have been
only 12 percent complete, with the primary settlement
at the end of two months
being only about 3 in.
Secondary Compression Settlement.
Estimate the magnitude of secondary
compression settlement
that would be expected to occur 5 years after construction.
Assume secondary compression begins at the time for 90 percent
primary consolidation.
Neglect the effects
of vertical
drainage which were
shown above to be small.
The radial
time factor for 90 percent primary
consolidation
for n* = 9.76 is U, = 0.47 from Fig. 43. From Equation (28)
the time for 90 percent primary consolidation
is t = Tr(De)2/Cv
= 0.47
(6.83 ft.)2/(0.15
ft.2/day)
= 146 days after construction.
Thersecondary
compression settlement
is then
AS = CaHlw10(t2/tl)
AS =

0.005(240

(30)*

in.)

loglo

(5(365 days)/l46days)=

1.3in.

For the silty
clay in this problem, the secondary settlement
is thus relatively
small compared to a primary consolidation
settlement
of 26.5 in.
If organics
had been present secondary settlement
would have been significantly
greater.
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Settlement

Example 2

Settlement Example 2 illustrates
how to handle, at least approximately,
stress distribution
in calculating
settlement
of stone column improved
Stone column improved ground is being considered as one design
ground.
alternative
for a slightly
marginal site consisting
of firm to stiff
sandy
silt as shown in Fig. 99. The average contact stress is
a=P/A=400
kips (13 ft.xl3
ft.) = 2367 psf.
The gross area replacement
ratio from equation (3) is a, =A,/A = (7.07 ft2)(4)/(13
ft. x 13 ft.) pO.167.
NOWdetermine the initial
effective
stress at the center of each layer:
Layer

1:

Z. = 8 ft.

Layer

2:

Z. = 13 ft.

(120 pcf)

= 960 psf

(120 pcf)+4

ft.

(125 pcf - 62.4 pcf)

= 1810 psf
Calculate
the change in stress Au, at the center of each layer using as an
approximation
Boussinesq stress distribution
theory for a square foundation
and the average applied stress, &):
Layer

1:

z/B = 5 ft./13

*=z= 1941
Layer

2:

The change in stress
the unit cell.

7 0.38B;

Ao,=I,*o=0.82(2367psf)

psf

z/B = 14 ft./13

A% =

ft.

ft.=l.O8B;

A~J,=I,*u

= 0.31(2367

734 psf

Aor,calculated

above is the average

stress

Assume a stress concentration
factor n = 3 (an n value less
because the soil is relatively
stiff
compared with soft clays).
in the sandy silt
from equation
(8a) is
pc - l/El+

(n-l)

a,1 = 1/[1+(2.0)(0.167)1

change over
than 4 is used
The stress

= 0.750

The stress change in the clay as an approximation
can be taken to equal
giving the following
settlements
for Layers 1 and 2:

s1 -

1.

psf)

g60 psgf6~1p984~ psf ("*750)

(loft.

xl2in.)=l.5

ucAoz

in.

For a discussion
of stress distribution
and charts, tables,
etc. for
calculating
changes in stress due to foundation
loadings,
refer to standard
textbooks on soil mechanics [c.f.,
62, 65, 74, 881.
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s* = 2%

log10

1810 psf+734
psf (0.750)
1810 psf

(8ft.x12in.)=0.44

The total settlement
in the sandy silt strata is about S s1.9 in.
Had
stone columns not been used, the settlement
would have b$en S 32.4 in.,
giving st/s=1.9/2.4=0.79.
From equation
(22), St/S z ~~10.75,
which
illustrates
that St/S G uc is a quite useful approach for preliminary
estimates of the'level
of reduction
of settlement
for various
stone column
designs.
In the above simplified
equation the variables
affecting
the
settlement
ratio St/S are only as and n.
Stress distribution
can also be approximately
considered
using
element design charts.
To do this an average stress u is calculated
the compressible
layer and used in the chart rather than the stress
applied at the top of the layer.

the finite
within
actually

Time Pate of Primary Consolidation.
In Settlement Example 2, only four
stone columns are used. Also, two layers of sandy silt are present which
would have different
coefficients
of consolidation.
Assume cv (and cvr) in
;nfol;yer
differs
from cv (and cv,) in the other layer by a factor of about
. For the resulting
complex three-dimensional
flow conditions,
a
theoretically
accurate evaluation
of the time rate of settlement
for this
problem would be a major undertaking.
Such a solution
would require
a threedimensional
numerical analysis.
As a rough, engineering
approximation,
however, the following
simplified
approach can be taken:
1.

Consider for each layer radial and vertical
flow separately
and use equation
(25) to estimate the combined results.

2.

For radial
flow neglect any interaction
between the two
layers.
Sketch in the approximate
radial
flow paths on a
scale drawing (Fig. 100).
Remember that flow originates
from lines of geometric symmetry and moves approximately
radially
to the drains.
Consider the flow to the drain shown in the upper lefthand
corner of Fig. 100. An examination
of the flow paths on
the figure
show 25 percent of the flow to the stone column
from quadrant a-o-b is from infinity.
This means De for
this quadrant is very large, and from equation
(28) the
radial
time factor Tr"O.
Over quadrants b-o-c and a-o-e,
which together comprises another 25 percent of the drain,
the flow path length varies from infinity
at points b and
a to short drainage paths at points c and e; this combined
quadrant will only be partially
effective
in providing
drainage.
Finally,
the area contributing
flow to the drain
that lies to the right and below line c-o-e has short flow
paths that can be approximated
by an estimated equivalent
unit cell diameter De a 7.5 ft. shown in dashed lines on the
figure.
As an engineering
approximation
for this example,
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APPROXIMATE RADIAL FLOW PATHS FOR SETTLEMENT EXAMPLE 2.
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estimate the time factor Tr for each layer using the
appropriate
value of cv and D = 7.5 ft.
To crudely
consider that De effectfvely
is very large over between
25 to 50 percent of the drain, reduce the time factor by
about (25% + 50%)/2x 37.5% or 0.4 (multiply
the calculated
time factor Tr by 0.6 or use 0.5 to be a little
more
conservative).
To illustrate
this approximate
approach assume for Layer 1
cvr=Pcv
and c,=O.2 ft.2/day.
Then at the end of 2 months
the radial
time 2factor would be estimated from equation
(28)
as T, = cv *t/D
= 5(0.2 ft.2/day)(2
x 31 days)/(7.5
ft.)2 ~1.10.
Reducing tKe t&e factor to approximately
consider partial
drainage gives T,=0.5
(1.10) = 0.551.
Assume the stone
column diameter is effectively
reduced by l/5 to account for
smear, giving from equation
(29a) n* . = 7.5 ft./(3
ft. x 0.2) =
12.5.
Then from Fig. 43 the degreee#'$adial
consolidation
u -0.91.
Conservatively
neglecting
vertical
drainage in
Lsyer 1, the settlement
after 2 months of Layer 1 is S f 1.5 in.
CO.9) = 1.35 in.
As would be expected, consolidation
occurs
rapidly
in the sandy silt.
3.

Since in this example cvr = 5 cv for Layer 1, vertical
compared
to radial consolidation
would be relatively
slow, and was
conservatively
neglected.
However, if the effect
of vertical
drainage on the time rate of consolidation
is desired,
the
presence of two layers greatly
complicates
vertical
time rate
of consolidation
computations.
If cv of the more permeable
layer is more than 20 times cv of the less permeable layer,
the following
simplified
approach can be used [62, p.4151:
(1) Assume consolidation
occurs in two stages, (2) In Stage 1,
calculate
consolidation
of the more permeable layer,
assuming
no drainage at the interface
between the two, (3) In Stage 2
calculate
consolidation
in the least permeable layer, assuming
drainage at the interface.
If cv of one layer is less than
20 times cv of the other, the approximate method described
in
NAVFAC DM-7 1863 can be followed
or numerical methods can be
used 162, p.4151.

4.

Commentary.
The above methods are, of course, quite
crude and should be considered
"ball park" in accuracy.
do give a rational
way of approaching
a very complicated,
dimensional
time rate of primary consolidation
problem.
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They
three-

APPENDIX
EXAMPLE STABILITY

E
PROBLEM

This example illustrates
how to handle the geometric and material
parameters required
for setting
up a slope stability
problem for analysis
the Profile
Method described in Chapter III.

using

A 15 ft. (4.6 m) high embankment is to be placed over a soft clay as
illustrated
in Fig. 101. Because of the low shear strength
of the soft clay
use .a stress concentration
factor n of 2.0, and an angle of internal
friction
$s of the stone column of 42'.
The saturated
unit weight of the stone is
125 pcf (19.6 kN/m3).
For the first
trial
design, use 5 rows of stone columns
laid out as shown in Fig. 101. An equilateral
triangular
grid will be used
having a trial
spacing s=6.5 ft. (2 m). The stone column diameter is
estimated to be 3.5 ft. (1.07 m) giving an area replacement
ratio of
as = 0.907 (3.5/6.5)2

= 0.263

WI*

The plan view of the stone column grid used to improve the site is shown
in Fig. 101(b).
As shown in the figure,
stone columns replace only 26 percent
of the total volume of the soft clay (i.e.,
as = 0.263).
Further,
in performing
a conventional
stability
analysis,
the materials
are assumed to extend for an
infinite
distance in the direction
of the embankment.
Typically
the analysis
is then performed on a 1 ft. (0.3 m) wide slice of embankment.
To use the
profile
method the discrete
stone columns must therefore
be converted
into
equivalent
stone column strips extending along the full
length of the embankment as follows:
As=rD2/4

= 3.14 (3.5 ft.)2/4

* 9.62 ft. 2

The length tributary
to each stone column in the direction
of the embankment is
s = 6.5 ft. (2 m). Therefore
a solid strip having the same area and volume of
stone would have a width w of
w = As/s = 9.62 ft.2/6.5
The total

*

width

of the tributary

These numbers refer

ft.

=

1.48 ft.

area equals

to equations

previously
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given

in the main text.

Location
f

radius

of critical
= 34.75
ft.

circle

: -0
“Sat - 110 pcf
A////////////,//////
Firm Bearing

I
Strata

I

(a)

section

view

I

t
3.5 ft.Dia.

(b)

FIGURE 101.

Plan

View

STABILITY

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1.
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As/(ass)
spacing

= 9.62 ft.2/(0.263x6.5
0.866s in the direction

ft.) = 5.63 ft. which is the stone column
perpendicular
to the embankment length.

Now determine the characteristics
of the fictitious
strips
that must be
added to handle ths effect
of stress concentration
in the stability
analysis.
Let the thickness T of a fictitious
strip be 0.3 ft. (91 mm) under the full
used
embankment. Note that in this example no stone columns are actually
under the full embankment height for the first
trial.
However, stone column
row 5 is located so that the edge of the tributary
area is just at the break
in the embankment.
Therefore
the unit weights calculated
for the full
embankment height can be used for each strip,
with the thickness of the strips
varying
from zero at the toe to 0.3 ft. (91 mm) at the break (Fig. 102).
An
examination
of equations
(33) and (34) shows thai: this method gives the proper
stress concentration
in each strip.
The thickness of the boundaries
of each
zone is calculated
in Table 15.
The unit
follows:

weights

to use in the fictitious

%I

PC

strip

The correct
is

unit

Y;

strips

are calculated

as

= n/[l+(n-l)as]=2.0/[1+(0.263)

= 1.58

(8b)*

= l/[l+(n-l)as]

= 0.792

(8a) *

weight

=1.0/[1+(0.263)

to use above each stone

= h,-l>~p’/T

=

(1.58-

1)(120

column in the fictitious

pcf)

15 ft./O.3

ft.

(33)*

= 3480 pcf
and the unit

weight
Y;

to use above the soil
= (DC’

1) ylH'/T

in each fictitious

= (0.792-1)120pcf

strip

(15 ft.)/0.3

is
ft.

- -1248 pcf
Material

Properties

and Zones are as follows

Zone 1:

y, = 120 pcf,

Zone 2:

y, = 0,

Zones 3,5,7,9,11,13:

c=

c

= 50 psf,

0,
y=-1248
230

(refer

to Fig.

0 = 28'

+=o
pcf,

+ = 0,

c = 0

102):

(34)*

tY

30
ft.

c-50
paf
0

5.63

ft.

5.63

ft.

2.81

:w:t2:t20

pcf

ft.

E

FIGURE 102.

ZONES USED FOR COMPUTERIDEALIZATION
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FOR STABILITY

EXAMPLE 1.

TABLE 15.

l

THICKNESS OF FICTITIOUS

4

Location

(30-Z)
(ft.)

A.)

STRIPS,

Thickness,Ti,
0.01 (30-Z)
(ft.1

I,
Tl
T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
Ta
T9
T1O
T1l
T12

0
2.07

30
27.93

0.300
0.279

3.55
7.70
9.18

26.45
22.30
20.82

0.265
0.223
0.208

13.33
14.81
18.96

16.67
15.19
11.04

0.167
0.152
0.110

20.44
24.59
26.07

9.56
5.41
3.93

0.096
0.054
0.039

28.15

1.85

0.018

Thickness of FI .ctitious
Layer
Ti = Location
shown on Fig.102.
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at

Zones 4,6,8,10,12:

y - +3480 pcf,

Zones 14,16,18,20,22,24:

~,at

Zones 15,17,19,21,23:

4 - 0,

= 110 pcf,

y,at=125

pcf,

c P o
$ = 0,

I$ = 42',

c = 350 psf
c=

0

The calculated
safety factor of the slope is shown in the table below
(1) no improvement with stone columns, (2)
for the following
conditions:
the stone column improvement shown in Fig. 101 using a stress concentration
factor n-ii, and (3) the same level of improvement with nm2.0 (the critical
circle
for this condition
is shown in Fig. 101).
A simplified
Bishop
analysis was performed using the GTICES Lease II computer program [122].

Coordinate
Case

(1)

n

Comment
(f:.)

1. No S.C.(2' 2. S.C.
1
3. S.C.
2.0

Notes:

14.20
2.90
2.90

27.00
26.00
26.00

43.00
42.00
34.75

1.07
1.38
1.65

Base Failure
Base Failure
See Fig. 101

1. Coordinates
of critical
circle
(refer
to Fig. 101 for
location
of x and y axes).
2. Notation:
S.C. = stone column;
S.F. = safety factor;
R- radius of critical
circle
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APPENDIX
RAMMED FRANKI

F

STONE AND SAND COLUMNS

INTRODUCTTON
Rammed stone and sand columns are constructed
by the Franki Company
primarily
in Belgium and West Germany using a technique essentially
the same
as for the Franki pressure injected
footing
(concrete pile)
[107,108].
Franki also constructs
stone columns using a hydraulic
vibrator
following
usual vibro-replacement
construction
procedures.
The hydraulic
vibrator
used
by Franki for vibro stone columns develops 111 H.P. (83 kw) and a centrifugal
force of 38 tons (341 kN) at a frequency of 2500 rpm.
Franki rammed stone or sand columns are primarily
used to support warehouses, including
the floor slab, footings
or slabs of low, multiple
story
buildings,
tanks, tunnels through embankments, and stockpiles
of raw
materials.
In these applications
the main purpose is to limit
total and
differential
settlement.
Rammed stone columns are also sometimes used to
increase the safety factor against sliding
of a slope or to limit
the horizontal soil displacement
caused by surcharge loading by a raw material
stockpile.
This application
reduces the passive bending pressure on piles
supporting
nearby structures.
The primary advantages of rammed stone columns over the conventional
vibro method appears to be as follows:
(1) The hole is cased using the Franki
method and one method used by Datye, et al. [53].
As a result possible hole
collapse is avoided in soft clays and cohesionless
soils having a high groundwater table.
Also stone is not dropped down an uncased hole.
(2) Either
sand or stone can be used with the Franki method.
(3) Jetting
and flushing
water is not required.
(4) Problems with soil erosion during flushing
are
avoided in organic soils and peat.
The main disadvantage
of rammed stone columns is that the time required
to construct
the column is, for some applications,
greater
than for vibro
methods.
Also, driving
the casing causes smear along the sides of the hole
that reduces the radial
permeability
of the soil (refer
to Fig. 56).
Because
of the high level of ramming used in the construction
process, large excess
pore pressures are created in the surrounding,
low permeability
cohesive soil.
The excess pore pressures,
however, reportedly
dissipate
rapidly
resulting
in
If
a
coarse,
open
graded
stone
is
rapid consolidation
and strength
gain.
used, however, clogging may occur reducing the effectiveness
of the stone
column to act as a vertical
drain.
Also, for some applications
such as slope
stabilization,
development of large excess pore pressures would be undesirable.
A reduced level of energy input could be used to minimize this problem.
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CASE HISTORIES
Tunnel

Support

a 13 ft. (4 m) wide tunnel was founded on four rows
To limit settlement,
The tunnel crosses through
of rammed, coarse sand columns at Deinze, Belgium.
a 23 ft. (7 m) high compacted fill
which applies a pressure of 2.5 ksf
The
(125 kN/m2) to the original
soil at the base of the tunnel (Fig.103).
The load on the sand columns is mainly due
fill
supports five railway lines.
to negative
friction
transmitted
by the fill'to
the vertical
exterior
faces
of the tunnel.
The sand columns have a 6.6 ft. (2 m) spacing on a square pattern.
They
are 2.1 ft. (0.64 m) in diameter and were constructed
using a 17.7 in. (0.45 m)
casing.
The tips of the columns are founded in a dense sand layer at a depth
of 57 ft. (17 m). Normally consolidated,
loose silty
sands of Quatenary age
overly the dense sand. A stratum of stiff
clay of Tertiary
age is found
beneath the dense sand.
The measured cone resistance
before construction
is
shown in Fig. 103 as a function
of depth.
Composite

Gravel-Concrete

Column

Composite rammed Franki gravel
and concrete columns were constructed
in
1976 to 1977 at the Beaver Valley Nuclear Station at Shippingport,
Pennsylvania.
The columns were used to densify a loose sand layer susceptible
to liquefaction
during an earthquake.
The loose sand layer is located from
Dense coarse sands
a depth of 35 to 80 ft. (10.7-24.4
m) below the surface.
and gravels overlay
the loose sand.
The columns were constructed
with a 21 in. (0.535 m) diameter casing using
a 7.5 ft. (2.28 m) spacing in a triangular
pattern.
The columns were
constructed
through the loose sand stratum by ramming successive
expanded
bases or dry, lean concrete using a 3 ft. (0.9 m) vertical
driving
interval.
Sand and gravel shafts were used above in the dense sands and gravels.
In the loose zone successive bases were built
using 140,000 ft-lb
blows
(1.9 MN-m) up to a specified
number of blows per 5 ft.3 (0.14 m3). The
consumption of dry concrete was about 15 ft.3 (0.42 m3) per base.
Although
the primary purpose of the columns was to densify the loose sand, use of
concrete to construct
these columns also stiffened
the stratum.
CONSTRUCTION
Rammed Franki stone or sand columns are generally
constructed
18, 20.5 and 24 in. (400-600 mm) diameter casing.
The casing is
the specified
depth, usually by hammering on a temporary stone or
located at the bottom of the casing.
A 3 to 4.5 ton ram is used
construction,
which is the same as for the Franki concrete pile.
of fall,
usually 13 to 20 ft. (4-6 m), is chosen considering
the
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USE OF RAMMEDSTONE COLUMNSFOR TUNNEL SUPPORTAT DEINZE,
BELGIUM.
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and project

requirements.

When the specified
depth is reached, the plug is driven out by hammering
with the casing maintained
in position
or slightly
pulled up by tension ropes.
The stone or sand column is constructed
by ramming about 3.5 ft.3 (100 liters)
of material
in successive lifts
as the column is brought up. As the column
is constructed,
the casing is progressively
extracted.
The diameter of the
compacted column is determined by the effective
volume of material
used per
The density of the granular
column increases as the
unit column length.
completed diameter of the column, compared to the casing, increases.
The
increase in diameter is usually between 4 in-. (10 cm) and 12 in. (30 cm).
Columns having a 36 in. (90 cm) diameter are routinely
constructed
with a
24 in. (60 cm) casing, and 32 in. (80 cm) diameter columns with a 20.5 in.
(52 cm) casing.
Since the soil to be improved with stone or sand columns in
general is not very stiff,
columns can be constructed
with diameters
greater
than 48 in. (1.2 m). Franki has constructed
concrete bases up to 60 in.
(1.5 m ) in diameter in both loose sandy and stiff
clayey soils.
Depending on the soil strength profile,
be used to construct
Franki rammed columns.
1.

the following

three

The easiest and most certain
technique is to construct
column with a constant diameter.
This method requires
the energy applied depending upon the soil strength.

methods can
a
varying

2.

A second approach is to increase the volume of material
over
the required
volume as long as a critical
value of energy per
unit length of column has not been developed.
As a result,
the column diameter changes with the soil strength.
The
problem with this method is in determining
the required
critical
compaction energy level.
The best approach is to use
field
tests comparing profiles
of, for example, measured cone
resistance,
and the energy per unit length required
to develop
columns of various
diameters.
To avoid problems a certain
mini&m length of plug should be maintained
throughout
driving.
This minimum plug length must be the largest
necessary length
for any stratum to prevent soil or water from entering
into
the casing.
Sometimes this requirement
is expensive,
and the
benefit
resulting
from the diameter of the column changing
with the soil strength
is lost compared to a column having a
uniform diameter;
the diameter of a uniform column would be
the largest necessary to limit settlement
to an acceptable
level.

3.

A practical
alternative
which is easier to construct
and more
reliable
than the constant energy method (Alternative
2) is
to develop a stepped diameter column.
Consider when a column
having an insufficient
diameter is formed through a soft
layer.
Following
the stepped column approach, the casing is
plugged and redriven
through the completed column to the bottom
of the soft layer.
A second column, lying on the axis of the
first,
is then constructed
upward to obtain the required
diameter in that stratum.
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Using experience gained with zero slump concrete Franki piles,
the volume
of rammed stone or sand columns is assumed for preliminary
estimates to be 0.8
During construction
of the column, the length of the
the loose volume.
granular plug remaining in the bottom of the casing is never allowed to get
Stone columns are
small enough to let soil or water to enter the casing.
generally
constructed
using rounded material
having a maximum size of 1.2 to
2.4 in. (30-60 mm). When necessary, as for concrete piles,
the base of the
column can be enlarged.

With the available
equipment and customary stone column diameters used, a
production
rate of 400 to 660 ft. (120-200 m-) of column is usually obtained
per 8 hour shift,
depending on the soil strength.
DESIGN
Franki stone columns are always carried
down to firm bearing material.
Design column loads vary from 20 to 60 tons.
A stone column spacing of 3
diameters is usually employed with the minimum being 2.5 diameters.
For
coarse stone an angle of internal
friction
up to 45O to 500 is used for
stability
analyses.
For sand an angle of internal
friction
less than40Ois
used. The larger values of the angle of internal
friction
requires
a well densified
material.
A column is considered
to be well densified
if the diameter of the
column is equal to or greater than the diameter of the casing plus 4 in.
(10 cm).
The deformation
and the bulging
load of a single column are estimated from
Menard pressuremeter
test results,
or from Vesic cavity expansion theory
(refer
to Chapter III).
For large groups of columns, the latter
theory is
modified
to take into account the fact that the radius of influence
of the
columns is limited,
and the vertical
stresses are increased by the surcharge
transmitted
at the soil surface.
A coefficient
of at-rest
earth pressure K,
less than one&
used along the zone of influence.
Two different
type settlement
analyses are made when (1) the stiffness
of
the slab transmitting
the loads does not permit differential
settlement
to
.occur between the column and the soil (equal strain
assumption),
and (2)
the transmitting
element is flexible,
i.e.,
the settlement
of the soil is larger
than settlement
of the columns. The modulus of elasticity
of the soil is obtained
from the results
of laboratory
consolidation
tests, cone penetration
tests, or
pressuremeter
tests.
Drained soil response is used to consider long-term
effects.
For columns loaded between about 20 and 30 tons, the settlement
is
usually between approximately
0.4 and 0.8 in. (lo-20 mm). In low permeability
soils where high excess pore pressures are anticipated,
a sand is usually
preferred
to prevent clogging.
Clogging would reduce the rate of water flow
vertically
through the column resulting
in a greater length of time for the
soil to consolidate
and gain strength.
Sand, which is also used when gravel
is not available
or is too expensive,
is believed
to result in more settlement than stone [51.)
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FIELD INSPECTION

When the required
diameter is constant over the length of the column,
field inspection
is conducted by estimating
the diameter of the stone or
sand column.
Therefore,
the quantity
of material
consumed during construction
is measured per unit of length of column, and the diameter calculated.
When a critical
energy per unit of length is specified
in addition
to a
minimum diameter,
both the quantity
of material
added and the energy used are
measured per unit of column length.
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